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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Every  year,  traffic  accidents  are  responsible  for more  than  1,000,000  fatalities  worldwide.  Understanding
the causes  of traffic  accidents  and  increasing  safety  on  the  road  are  priority  issues  for  both  legislators
and  the  automotive  industry.  Recently,  in  Europe,  the  US  and  Japan,  significant  public  funding  has  been
allocated  for  performing  large-scale  naturalistic  driving  studies  to better  understand  accident  causation
and the  impact  of  safety  systems  on  traffic  safety.  The  data  provided  by  these  naturalistic  driving  studies
has never  been  available  before  in this  quantity  and  comprehensiveness  and  it  promises  to support  a wide
variety  of data  analyses.  The  volume  and  variety  of the data  also  pose  substantial  challenges  that  demand
new  data  reduction  and  analysis  techniques.  This  paper  presents  a  general  procedure  for  the  analysis
of  naturalistic  driving  data  called  chunking  that can  support  many  of  these  analyses  by  increasing  their
robustness  and  sensitivity.  Chunking  divides  data  into  equivalent,  elementary  chunks  of data  to  facilitate  a
robust  and  consistent  calculation  of parameters.  This  procedure  was  applied,  as  an  example,  to  naturalistic
ield operational test driving  data  from  the  SeMiFOT  study  in  Sweden  and  compared  with  alternative  procedures  from  past
studies in  order  to  show  its advantages  and rationale  in a specific  example.  Our  results  show  how  to  apply
the chunking  procedure  and  how  chunking  can  help  avoid  bias  from  data  segments  with  heterogeneous
durations  (typically  obtained  from  SQL  queries).  Finally,  this  paper  shows  how  chunking  can  increase
the  robustness  of parameter  calculation,  statistical  sensitivity,  and create  a solid  basis  for  further  data
analyses.
. Introduction

In the US, more than 34,000 fatal motor-vehicle crashes
ccurred in 2008, corresponding to almost 18 fatalities per 100,000
icensed drivers (NHTSA, 2009). In Europe, the number of fatali-
ies amounted to almost 39,000 in the same year (CARE, 2010).
here are many ways to increase safety on our roads. For instance,
erforming research to understand the underlying causes of acci-
ents can guide the development and legislation of appropriate
ountermeasures such as intelligent vehicle active safety systems
IVSs). The focus on the development and evaluation of the effect
f IVSs is intensifying all over the world. Naturalistic driving stud-
es are increasingly being used both to evaluate IVSs and to better
nderstand what causes accidents. Dingus et al. (2006) defines nat-
ralistic in this context as “Unobtrusive observation; observation of
ehavior taking place in its natural setting.” Typically, naturalistic
riving studies rely on the collection of data from instrumented
Please cite this article in press as: Dozza, M., et al., Chunking: A proced
doi:10.1016/j.aap.2012.03.020

ehicles used by their drivers in their daily lives. The data col-
ected often comes from many different types of data sources. Data
ources can range from relatively simple accelerometers and GPS to
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such dissimilar sources as lane tracking cameras, vehicle tracking
radar, as well as driver-state sensing such as eye-tracking systems.
In a naturalistic driving study, data collection duration per driver
ranges from a few weeks (Fancher et al., 1998; Leblanc et al., 2006;
Najm et al., 2006; Reagan et al., 2006; Sayer et al., 2008) to several
months or years (Hjälmdahl, 2004; Neale et al., 2005; Reagan et al.,
2006; Carsten et al., 2008; euroFOT-Consortium, 2010). Such nat-
uralistic data combine to form peta-scale databases that provide
a unique window into the factors influencing driver behavior, but
these databases also pose substantial challenges for analysis.

Analyzing data from naturalistic driving is complicated by the
diversity of driving situations and trip types (Boyle et al., 2009;
Victor et al., 2010). Compared to data collected in a simulator or field
study, there is no experimental protocol that defines and regulates
the driving situations. Consequently, the data collected is hetero-
geneous with respect to a number of variables such as weather,
lighting, driving situations (e.g., traffic density), driver state (e.g.,
drowsiness), and vehicle dynamics (e.g., velocity). To analyze data
from such diverse driving situations, these variables must be sep-
arated into their different states so that specific driving situations
ure to improve naturalistic data analysis. Accid. Anal. Prev. (2012),

can be extracted from the data. For example, a velocity threshold
can isolate a condition in which an IVS could potentially be active;
for a lane departure warning system (LDW) (USDOT, 2005); this
threshold would be 60 km/h for most of the systems now on the
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arket. Selection conditions fragment the data into long and short
egments of continuous time, also within a trip. Converting data
ragmented into segments of heterogeneous size and variable states
reates several challenges for data analysis such as the calculation
f robust parameters to describe IVSs performance and assess crash
ausation.

Data fragmentation is a prevalent challenge. The European
ESTA project (Festa-Consortium, 2008b)  created guidelines for
eld operational tests that are currently followed by the major
uropean field operational tests, such as euroFOT (euroFOT-
onsortium, 2010) and teleFOT (teleFOT-Consortium, 2010). These
uidelines list parameters (called performance indicators) for field
perational test use (Festa-Consortium, 2008a). Approximately one
hird of the objective safety-related parameters proposed by FESTA
re vulnerable to problems posed by data fragmentation.

The current analyses of naturalistic data have avoided substan-
ial errors that fragmentation can cause. One reason for this success
s that only a few experts have analyzed data from naturalistic stud-
es because data access has been very restricted. In most analyses,
ata fragmentation and resultant issues were handled appropri-
tely, or parameters that were robust with respect to fragmentation
ere used. Naturalistic data analyses and the number of analysts
ill grow significantly over the next few years, chiefly through the
S Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP2, 2010), which
ill make naturalistic data available to many researchers. For

his reason, it is important that methods that enhance compara-
ility and robustness of naturalistic data analysis are developed
nd adopted soon. This paper presents a procedure that facilitates
he calculation of robust parameters extracted from continuous
aturalistic data. Such data procedure facilitates the analysis of nat-
ralistic data, which is intrinsically diverse (e.g., in terms of trip
urations, driving situations, and driver behavior).

This paper discusses fragmentation, which is intrinsic to natu-
alistic data analysis; the paper also presents a procedure for the
nalysis of fragmented data from quasi-experimental studies such
s naturalistic driving studies. The procedure is called chunking
nd, in this paper, it was applied to one specific step in hypothe-
is testing (i.e., calculation of parameters in treatment conditions)
o show how to apply the method when testing hypotheses. We
elieve that this procedure can support the development of robust
nd comparable methods for parameter calculations on naturalis-
ic data. Also, this procedure can help new naturalistic data users
o avoid biases due to fragmentation from basic SQL queries that

ay  lead to improperly calculated parameters.

. Methods

.1. Data

A total of approximately 1142 h of naturalistic driving were
ollected from the Swedish national field operational test method-
logy project SeMiFOT (Victor et al., 2010). The data were collected
rom 14 drivers aged 45.5 ± 9.2 years (mean and SD), who had held
river licenses for 27.4 ± 9.2 years (mean and SD). Fifty percent of
he drivers were women and fifty percent men. The data were col-
ected over a period of approximately six months, primarily in the
egion of Västra Götaland, Sweden. In 49% of the 1142 h, veloc-
ty was below 50 km/h, in 16% between 50 and 70 km/h, in 18%
etween 70 and 90 km/h, and in 17% above 90 km/h. The thresholds
0, 70, and 90 km/h are standard speed limits on Swedish roads.

Seven Volvo Car Corporation leased vehicles were used by study
Please cite this article in press as: Dozza, M., et al., Chunking: A proced
doi:10.1016/j.aap.2012.03.020

articipants as private cars in their everyday driving. A total of
pproximately 270 signals from different data sources were col-
ected continuously from each vehicle. The data sources included
PS, vehicle controller area network (CAN) bus (ISO, 2003) video,
 PRESS
 Prevention xxx (2012) xxx– xxx

and accelerometers, as well as eye tracker and extra lane tracker.
Data was  collected on a per trip basis, i.e. from engine start to engine
stop. After data was collected on hard drives inside the vehicles, it
was transferred to SAFER (SAFER, 2010) for processing and database
upload. Prior to uploading the data onto an OracleTM SQL database,
it was  synchronized and re-sampled from its original frequency to
10 Hz. Analysis was  performed using SQL queries combined with
MatlabTM.

2.2. Analysis procedures

In this paper, the two signals velocity and lane offset from the
vehicle CAN bus were extracted from the database and analyzed fol-
lowing the procedures in Fig. 1. These signals were chosen because
they relate to longitudinal control (speed selection and mainte-
nance) and lateral control (lane keeping and curve negotiation) and
are thus central for safety analysis. Specifically, lane offset is a sig-
nal used by Lane Departure Warnings (LDW). Velocity is a typical
selection factor for naturalistic driving data because it can be used
as a surrogate measure for road type, traffic density (in relation to
posted speed limits), and safety (Nilsson, 2004; Cameron and Elvik,
2008; Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center, 2010). Typical
parameters, calculated using velocity and lane offset for naturalistic
driving studies, are mean velocity (MV; (Hjälmdahl, 2004; Leblanc
et al., 2006; Najm et al., 2006; Reagan et al., 2006; Carsten et al.,
2008; Sayer et al., 2008) and standard deviation of lane position
(SDLP; Orban et al., 2006; Alkim et al., 2007; Festa-Consortium,
2008a),  respectively. These parameters have been used to eval-
uate longitudinal and lateral control and often serve as safety
indicators. In this paper the term parameter refers to an indica-
tor, calculated from naturalistic driving signals that is used for data
analysis and, more specifically, for hypothesis testing. However, the
results presented in this paper extend, as it will be clarified in the
discussion, to other parameters such as those presented in FESTA
(Festa-Consortium, 2008a).

This paper also refers to segments as intervals of continuous data
that fulfill a specific criterion for data extraction such as an SQL
query. More specifically, each trip in this study was divided into
segments of time-continuous data (10-Hz sample rate) in which
velocity was above 70 km/h (velocity threshold criterion from our
SQL query). Each segment starts from the first occurrence of a sam-
ple above 70 km/h and ends when it falls below 70 km/h again (as
shown in Fig. 2). Our selection criterion can be expressed with the
following pseudo SQL query: SELECT velocity AND LaneOffset FROM
All Trips WHERE velocity >70 km/h. After running this query, seg-
ments are individuated by finding sections of continuous (10 Hz)
data. The threshold of 70 km/h was  chosen because it was  com-
patible with IVSs activation thresholds, and would thus be a valid
condition in the evaluation of such a system in a field operational
test. Furthermore, in Sweden 70 km/h is also the posted speed limit
that divides urban and rural roads. The segments individuated in
the process described above may  have a length from a single sample
(0.1 s) up to an entire trip that might last several hours (minus the
time for accelerating to above 70 km/h and decelerating to 0 km/h).
The number of segments in each trip may  vary (zero to hundreds)
depending on how long a trip was and how many times the driver
crossed the threshold. Segments are key components in the analysis
presented in this paper (step 1 in Fig. 1a). Instead of segmenta-
tion in time, other variables such as velocity or distance can be
used depending on the analysis focus. The sequence of typical steps
for data processing for hypothesis testing for naturalistic data is
then according to Fig. 1: step 1, data fulfilling specific conditions
ure to improve naturalistic data analysis. Accid. Anal. Prev. (2012),

are extracted using an SQL query, producing segments; step 2, the
parameters are calculated for each of the segments individually,
and step 3, all segments for a condition are merged into combined
parameters.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2012.03.020
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Fig. 1. (a) Three conventional steps followed in testing hypotheses on naturalistic driving data. Step 1: an SQL query retrieves the data; data is normally sorted according
to  two  (or more) conditions (indicated with different colors in the figure) and consist of segments of different size. Step 2: parameters (such as mean velocity; indicated
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ith  pn in the figure) are calculated for individual segments of data. Step 3: param
ractices for data analysis: the conventional practice from Panel A and the two  alte
he  conventional practice.

This paper introduces a new procedure to facilitate the tran-
ition between steps 1 and 2 in naturalistic driving data analysis
Fig. 1) called chunking. Chunking alone does not guarantee that
aseline and treatment data are appropriately chosen. However,
hunking may  create the basis for a matching baseline data (Guo,
009) since, later on in step 3 chunks from baseline and treat-
ent can be matched accordingly to several vehicle, driver, or

nvironment-related variables. This paper does not consider the
aseline or treatment in steps 2 and 3 (Fig. 1), it only presents the
hunking method to demonstrate its basic rationale and usefulness.

Chunking consists of the division of data within a segment into a
umber of sections of continuous data of equal length (Figs. 1 and 2).
he nature and size of the chunks is decided by the analyst, and
his paper presents an example of how these important decisions
hould be made. Fig. 2 shows, using a representative trip, (1) how
ections of data are returned from an SQL query and segments are
dentified; (2) how segments are divided into chunks of equivalent
Please cite this article in press as: Dozza, M., et al., Chunking: A proced
doi:10.1016/j.aap.2012.03.020

uration, and (3) why some data is discarded when chunking. When
egment duration does not add up to an integer multiple of the
hunk duration, the residuals are discarded (Fig. 2). Also, segments
f duration shorter than the chunking size are discarded (Fig. 2). To
 are combined and presented for the two (or more) conditions. (b) Three different
es discussed in this paper which add to one extra step for chunking and filtering to

avoid bias in the analysis due to the removal of chunking residuals
in the last part of the trip alone, the first chunk is started at a random
point from the start of the segment (Fig. 2). The random start time
is in the range between zero and the length of the residual for a
segment.

This paper also discusses the effect of discarding segments that
are too short after the SQL query without using chunking. This
procedure is referred to as filtering (Fig. 1b). The data discarded
by filtering is referred to as discarded data for too-short segments.
Because both filtering and chunking discard segments shorter than
a threshold, the amount of data discarded can be compared.

2.3. Parameter calculations

Mean velocity (MV) and standard deviation of lane position
(SDLP) parameters were computed after obtaining data from differ-
ent analysis steps (Fig. 1a and b). These parameters were calculated
ure to improve naturalistic data analysis. Accid. Anal. Prev. (2012),

for the three analysis practices proposed in Fig. 1b, namely no-
chunking, chunking, and filtering without chunking. Chunking was
implemented to obtain chunks of data of equivalent duration cor-
responding to 5, 20, 60, 180, and 600 s. No-chunking with filtering

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2012.03.020
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chunking or weighting was  lowest: 77.9 km/h compared to a
weighted average MV  of 93.2 km/h, clearly indicating the bias from
shorter segments in the simple average (Fig. 4a; Table 1). Chunk-
ing provided MV  estimations proportionally higher the longer the
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ig. 2. 60-s chunking for one representative trip containing 13 segments with veloc
re  reported at the top of the figure (durations of 5 of the 13 segments were stacke
egments with duration above 60 s with darker bars. Light shades show the discard

as implemented for segments of 5, 20, 60, 180, and 600 s dura-
ion. After calculation of MV  and SDLP for each segment or chunk
depending on the condition), two combined parameters were
omputed, namely mean MV  and median SDLP. We  combined MV
nd SDLP using different functions (mean vs median) to be able
o discuss the interaction between the chunking procedure and
he statistical properties of the parameter distribution. Further,
he mean of MV is often used as a safety-risk indicator, and the

edian of the SDLP constitutes a more robust indicator of cen-
ral tendency than the mean SDLP, because SDLP is more prone
o extreme values. In the no-chunking condition, an additional cal-
ulation was performed to obtain a weighted average of MV  and
edian of SDLP, with respect to segment duration (time). That is,
ean MV  and median SDLP for each segment was multiplied by

he segment duration and divided by the sum of the duration of all
egments before applying average and median functions respec-
ively. In addition, the average segment/chunk duration (defined
s the average length in time of the segments/chunks used for
ach specific parameter calculation) was calculated. In addition,
he number of data segments (defined as the number of continuous
ieces of data that the parameters were calculated on before being
ombined) was calculated. Computation time, defined as the per-
entage of time taken to complete analysis steps, in relation to the
ithout-chunking condition, was also calculated. Finally, total used

ime (defined as the sum of all chunks durations used in the param-
ter calculation, after data discarded due to chunking and too-short
egments were removed) was calculated.

.4. Test for dependent observations

Autocorrelation analysis was used to determine the extent to
hich chunking created dependent observations. More specifically,

egments containing more than 20 chunks were used to create
ets of different chunk sizes. Analysis of autocorrelation of each
uch segment was pooled across all such segments for the differ-
nt chunk sizes. This analysis was used to estimate the dependency
cross chunks and determine the extent to which traditional statis-
Please cite this article in press as: Dozza, M., et al., Chunking: A proced
doi:10.1016/j.aap.2012.03.020

ical analysis (which requires independence of observations) was
till possible to apply after chunking. Autocorrelation analysis was
erformed for MV,  SD of velocity, SDLP, and mean lane position. The
D of velocity and mean of lane position was chosen specifically in
ve 70 km/h. The 13 segments are indicated with a darker shade and their durations
op of each other because of their short duration). 60-s chunking is shown for the 3
ta, both due to too-short segments and to chunking residuals.

this analysis as a complement to MV  and SDLP to show the effect
of mean and median on autocorrelation results.

3. Results

Our sample query, selecting data from the SeMiFOT database
for velocities above 70 km/h, returned 15,729 data segments with
a mean duration of 91 s corresponding to 399 driving hours. The
duration of these segments ranged from fractions of seconds to
hours. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of segment durations from
this query using a logarithmic scale. Time-wise, shorter segments
occurred more often than longer segments. However, most of the
data was in the longer segments; Fig. 3 shows how the cumulative
distribution of time precedes the cumulative distribution of dura-
tion. In fact, 75% of the data was comprised of segments longer
than 100 s even though 75% of the segments were shorter than
100 s (Fig. 3).

Average MV  and median SDLP were strongly affected by chunk-
ing as well as by weighting and filtering. The mean MV  without
ure to improve naturalistic data analysis. Accid. Anal. Prev. (2012),

Duration [s]

Fig. 3. Distribution of data segments from a simple query selecting data at 70 km/h.
Cumulative percentage distributions are also reported for duration (time) and num-
ber of segments.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2012.03.020
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Table  1
Effect of chunking and weighting on parameters calculation, computation time, and data loss.

Without chunking With chunking

No weighting Weighting 5-s chunks 20-s chunks 60-s chunks 180-s chunks 600-s chunks

Average segments length (s) 91.3 91.3 5 20 60 180 600
Average mean velocity (km/h) 77.9 93.2 93.8 95.0 96.8 99.6 102.9
Median SDLP (m)  0.271 0.332 0.102 0.211 0.299 0.35 0.353
Number of data segments 15,729 15,729 279,518 65,074 18,846 4681 745
Computation time rel. to no chunking (%) 100.0 100.0 1777.1 413.7 119.8 29.8 4.7
Discarded data for too-short segments (%) 0.0 0.0 0.5 4.3 12.8 31.7 61.1
Discarded data for chunking residuals (%) 0.0 0.0 2.1 5.0 8.4 9.6 7.8
Total used data (h) 399 399 388 362 314 234 124

Table 2
Effect of filtering without chunking on parameters calculation, computation time, and data loss.

Filtering without chunking

5-s filter 20-s filter 60-s filter 180-s filter 600-s filter

Average segments length (s) 112.1 175.6 289.2 558.5 1188
Average mean velocity (km/h) 79.6 83.6 88.6 95.3 101.6
Median SDLP (m)  0.317 0.366 0.387 0.395 0.387
Number of data segments 12,698 7823 4328 1757 470
Computation time rel. to no chunking (%) 80.7 49.7 27.5 11.2 2.3
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Discarded data for too-short segments (%) 0.5 4
Discarded data for chunking residuals (%) 0.0 0
Total  used data (h) 397 3

hunk (the range was 93.8 km/h and 102.9 km/h corresponding to
Please cite this article in press as: Dozza, M., et al., Chunking: A proced
doi:10.1016/j.aap.2012.03.020

 s and 600 s chunks, respectively). This relation between chunk
ize and MV  was anticipated considering that higher velocities
equire longer time due to vehicle dynamics. Filtering without
hunking provided lower MV  estimations compared to chunking,
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(a) Effect of  Chunking on  Mean Veloci ty
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ig. 4. (a) Average mean velocity as a function of chunking and filtering size. Average
ean velocity is also reported for no-chunking and no-chunking with weighted

verages. It is worth noticing that chunking with elementary (i.e. one-single data
oint) chunks is equivalent to no-chunking with weighted averages. (b) Median
f  standard deviation of lane position as a function of chunking and filtering size.
edian of standard deviation of lane position is also reported for without-chunking

nd weighted medians without-chunking.
12.8 31.7 61.1
0.0 0.0 0.0
348 272 155

which suggests short segment bias cannot be eliminated with fil-
tering (Table 2).

Chunking and chunk size also affected median SDLP. Larger
chunks resulted in higher SDLP values, suggesting parameters such
as road curvature or driver maneuvers such as corner-cutting, influ-
ence SDLP. Fig. 4b shows the effect of chunking on median SDLP.
Median SDLP without chunking had values between the SDLP of 20 s
and 60 s chunking (Table 1). Median SDLP was  also calculated with
weighting and provided an estimation similar to 180 s chunking.
Filtering without chunking increased median SDLP compared to
chunking, confirming that segment size affects SDLP. Further esti-
mations of SDLP from filtering appear to be significantly higher than
those obtained from all other methods followed in this paper.

Chunk size affects the number of available parameter val-
ues for statistical analysis. As shown in Table 1, the number of
parameter/segment values available for statistical analysis with
5 s chunking was 279,518; this number decreased as chunks size
increased finally reaching 745 for 600 s chunks (Table 1). Without
chunking, the number of available parameter values for statistics
was only 15,729 (lower than with any chunking below or equal
to 60 s; see Table 1). Thus, 60 s or smaller chunking may  result in
higher power for the subsequent statistical analyses compared to
no-chunking when controlling for multiple observations. However,
in general, the smaller the chunks, the higher the power, but also
the greater probability of dependent observations.

Chunk size affects computation time. As shown in Tables 1 and 2,
computation time was  proportional to the number of computed
parameters. In other words, smaller chunks required more compu-
tation time. Computational time is a legitimate concern considering
that size of naturalistic driving data is increasing and that project
such as SHRP2 will produce data sets several times larger than pre-
vious studies. In this context, it is important to understand that if on
the one hand, chunking in smaller chunks requires more processing
power, chunking may  also be used to create subsets of aggregated
data for further analyses. In such case, chunking could actually be
advantageous for computational time.
ure to improve naturalistic data analysis. Accid. Anal. Prev. (2012),

Chunk size affects the amount of data that is discarded and not
used for analysis. Tables 1 and 2 show the amount of data lost
due to the discarding of (1) chunking residuals and (2) too-short
segments. Data loss ranged from a total of 2.6% to 68.9% (in the

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2012.03.020
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Fig. 5. Autocorrelation analysis for different chunk sizes.

hunking range 5–600 s) with variable contributions from discard-
ng too-short segments and chunking residuals. For small chunks,
he large amount of discarded data came from chunking residuals
hereas for large chunks it came from too-short segments. Accord-

ng to a simple linear regression from Table 1, an equal amount of
ata would have been discarded for 25-s chunks as for too-short
egments and chunking residuals. Filtering without chunking also
aused data to be discarded (Table 2). Discarded data from too-
hort segments is identical for (1) filtering without chunking and
2) chunking.

Chunk size also affects the autocorrelation, but this effect
epends on the variable. SDLP, mean lane position, and SD of
elocity processed for 5-, 20-, and 60-s chunks showed a low
utocorrelation (Fig. 5). MV  processed from 5-, 20-, and 60-s
hunks showed a high autocorrelation (Fig. 5). Further, auto-
orrelation coefficients were inversely related to chunk size (i.e.
hort chunks presented higher values of autocorrelation). This
attern reflects the relationship between the autocorrelation and
he time constant of the system. Small chunks of a signal with

 long time constant, such as speed, will tend to be highly
orrelated.

. Discussion

This paper presents a procedure – called chunking – for the
nalysis of naturalistic driving data. Chunking was compared with

 few alternative procedures to demonstrate its rationale and
dvantages. Chunking is a procedure for data analysis aimed at
ssuring a more consistent and robust calculation of parameters
rom quasi-experimental data such as naturalistic driving data.

ore specifically, chunking divides data sets into equivalent sub-
ets of data (chunks) before other data analysis steps, such as
arameter calculation.

The data analysis presented in this paper is based on a sim-
le and typical query extracting data for velocities above 70 km/h
rom a naturalistic driving database. This query is representa-
ive for many naturalistic driving analyses. In fact, a velocity
hreshold can be used for a variety of purposes such as identify-
ng different types of roads and driving situations. Furthermore,
Please cite this article in press as: Dozza, M., et al., Chunking: A proced
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0 km/h is compatible with the activation threshold of several
ctive safety system applications, thus making the query rele-
ant for field operational tests. In addition, the velocity threshold
oes not shape the distribution of segment durations. Fig. 6
Fig. 6. Distributions of data segments from a simple query selecting data at different
velocity thresholds (50, 70, and 90 km/h, respectively).

shows the similarity among distributions of segment durations
obtained using different velocity thresholds. Finally, more com-
plex queries including additional selection criteria (e.g. road type,
weather, baseline and treatment for specific IVSs) would result
in a yet more fragmented dataset even more suitable for chunk-
ing.

4.1. Sensitivity of parameters to segment duration

One of the biggest advantages of using chunking is that it
guarantees parameters (such as SDLP) are computed on segments
of equivalent duration. This is actually a basic requirement that
drives the experimental design in controlled studies such as those
performed in a simulator, but is not the case with naturalistic
data. Naturalistic driving data collection cannot be controlled (as
opposed to simulator studies), but analysis requirements for equiv-
alent conditions remain the same. In fact, parameters calculated
from naturalistic driving data are often affected by segment dura-
tions – as in studies in the simulator (Östlund et al., 2005) – but
alternative solutions to experimental protocol design are needed.
Fig. 7 shows how the SDLP depends on data segment durations.
Fig. 7 shows the average SDLP from 33 sections of 620 s data with
no lane change, from the SeMiFOT database. Each point in Fig. 7
was generated by calculating the SDLP mean across the 33 sec-
tions while increasing data length in 1-s steps. Chunking ensures
that parameters are consistently calculated across equivalent data
segments. Thus, chunking enables a more robust and repeatable
calculation of the parameters, helping to compensate for the lack
of control in the experimental protocol in naturalistic driving data
collection.

This study shows how the filtering out of too-short segments
– without chunking – also ensures that parameters are only
computed on sufficiently long data segments, but (1) does not
guarantee consistent calculation of parameters and (2) reduces
the power of statistical analysis compared to chunking. In fact, as
discussed above, parameters often depend on the duration of the
data segments (Fig. 7) and, without chunking, these parameters
are inconsistently calculated on segments of different duration.
Further filtering of too-short segments before computing param-
eters significantly reduces the number of parameter values for
use in statistics (7823 for filtering without chunking at 20 s and
ure to improve naturalistic data analysis. Accid. Anal. Prev. (2012),

65,074 for 20 s chunking; see Tables 1 and 2). This reduction
results in a shorter processing time but – as a considerable draw-
back – produces less rich data sets for statistical analysis and
less robust parameters. In addition, estimation of median SDLP

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2012.03.020
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more, since shorter chunking results in higher power, the shortest
hunk duration from 33 trips with velocity above 50 km/h, and without lane changes.

rom filtering without chunking (Fig. 4b) proved to be significantly
igher than without chunking and with weighting, suggesting

 bias from longer segments and thus clearly demonstrating
he limitations of this naive procedure for discarding short seg-

ents.
Benefits from chunking depend on how sensitive the analysis

nder consideration is to segment durations. Thus, not all analy-
es would necessarily need to use chunking. For instance, analyses
omparing already equally long or equivalent data sets may  not
eed chunking (e.g. when equally long events from triggered data
ollection are considered). Further, when parameters calculated in
he analyses are intrinsically robust to segment lengths (Fancher
t al., 1998; Hjälmdahl, 2004; Leblanc et al., 2006; Orban et al., 2006;
eagan et al., 2006; Battelle, 2007; Carsten et al., 2008), chunking

s not necessary.
Autocorrelation analyses showed that chunks derived from a

egment exhibit strong autocorrelation in some cases but not all.
utocorrelation indicates a violation of the assumption of inde-
endence that is relied upon by many analyses. For instance,
arameters computed from lane position were not autocorrelated;
owever, MV  from chunks of all sizes was found to be highly auto-
orrelated. Nevertheless, SD of velocity did not show the same
utocorrelation. These results suggest that, in general the extent
o which chunking introduces dependent observations depends
n the specific measure (e.g. lane position vs velocity) and differ-
nt statistical properties (e.g. mean vs standard deviation) under
nalysis. Further, it should be considered that the normal seg-
entation occurring when querying an SQL database may  also

ntroduce dependent observations, especially when the parameter
f interest has a long time constant as MV.  Analysis of auto-
orrelation is needed to verify that chunking does not introduce
ependent observations. However, using the data presented in
ig. 5 to decide, for instance, to augment the size of MV  chunks
ay  have some unwanted side effects. In fact, such a decision may

ndirectly result in selecting only specific road types (such as free-
ay) if the criteria determining segment length is a speed threshold
Please cite this article in press as: Dozza, M., et al., Chunking: A proced
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s in our example. In other words, by selecting only large-size
hunks we select only long segments from the SQL query. If the
QL query was based on speed, then we are selecting only stretches
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of road where it was  possible to maintain a high-speed for a long
time.

It is worth noting that in case of dependent observations (e.g.
MV)  chunking may  still be useful if paired with statistical proce-
dures such as bootstrap (Abdelhak and Iskander, 2007) which can
generate a distribution not affected by the dependent observation
to use as a reference to test statistical significance.

When segment durations play an important role in the calcu-
lation and/or combination of the parameters under consideration
(Festa-Consortium, 2008a), chunking would be of great help. Exam-
ples of functions in which segment durations play a particularly
important role are functions related to (1) descriptive statistics
(e.g. min, max, and median) and (2) frequency spectrum analy-
sis (e.g. mean frequency, median frequency, and frequency content
ratio).

4.2. Chunk size

When using chunking, the most critical decision is chunk size.
This paper shows how such decision is a trade-off between: (1)
parameter calculation robustness, (2) statistical analysis power,
and (3) computation time. General guidelines for decisions on
chunk sizes are hard to prescribe because they depend on a number
of analysis-specific aspects such as experimental set-up and con-
text. Nevertheless, as an example let us assume that MV  and SDLP
are chosen as safety indicators for the evaluation of an LDW active
only above 70 km/h. Note that the intention of this paper is not to
prove or disprove the validity of MV and SDLP as safety indicators.
Let us also assume that an analyst were to calculate how average
MV and median SDLP change between a baseline and a treatment
condition for LDW in the SeMiFOT database using the same drivers
and vehicles which were considered in this paper. According to the
results presented in the paper, we would suggest the use of chunk-
ing and, more specifically, 5-s chunks for MV  and 60 s chunks for
SDLP. In fact, for MV,  weighted average is equivalent to calculating
MV over the whole data set (appending all segments together) and
can be considered ground truth for MV.  Often the primary interest
concerns driver response over a shorter time period, such as when
segments shorter than a few seconds would not capture vehicle
dynamics and driver control in response to LDW (Gordon et al.,
2009). A sensitivity analysis can be done to find the shortest inter-
val size that would still capture driving responses to LDW. For this
example, we assume that such an analysis would return 5 s as the
shortest interval. A 5 s filtering period is significantly biased toward
too low MV  in relation to weighted average (ground truth). Weight-
ing is therefore desirable. However, 5-s chunking is still the best
choice since it also increases the number of available parameter
values by 22 times compared to 5 s filtering with weighting with
limited additional data loss (2.1%; Tables 1 and 2).

There is no easy way to calculate a ground truth value for SDLP
as there is for MV  because appending segments together would
introduce artifacts into the estimation of the standard deviation.
The most stringent requirement for chunking size comes from
the nature of SDLP from Fig. 7. The curve shown in Fig. 7 sta-
bilizes at approximately 60 s, implying the computation of SDLP
on data sections longer than, or equal to, 60 s. Filtering segments
shorter than 60 s without chunking would result in an overesti-
mation of SDLP (Fig. 4b) probably due to the bias induced from
long segments affected by road curvature and driving maneuvers.
Weighting medians after filtering without chunking would not
eliminate this bias, thus the best choice is again chunking. Further-
ure to improve naturalistic data analysis. Accid. Anal. Prev. (2012),

possible chunk size should be used in order to increase the potential
for statistical analysis to show statistical significance and power.
Finally, computation time was not considered when determining

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2012.03.020
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hunk-size due to the relatively small data set, making this aspect
egligible in our case.

.3. Chunking in dimensions different than time

This paper refers to segment durations and chunk sizes because
hunking is not necessarily based on time. Chunks are elementary
ntervals of data designed to be equivalent to one another. The
xamples shown in this paper were – for the sake of simplicity
nd clarity – limited to chunks equivalent in time (i.e. with equal
urations or sample numbers). However, chunks can be equivalent

n terms of traveled km (e.g. 2-km chunks) or number of off-road
lances (e.g. 3-glance chunks). In general, depending on the analy-
is, different types of chunking strategies should be implemented;
or example chunking by traveled km would not be appropriate
or eye tracking analysis (e.g. multiple glances would occur in the
ame spatial point in intersections, when the vehicle is standing
till). Future studies should investigate how chunking may  be com-
ined with entropy estimation to define where chunks start and
top using e.g. voting experts algorithms (Hewlett and Cohen, 2010).

Independently of the algorithm used to generate chunks, any
ime chunking would result in dependent observation (as it may
ithout chunking), this aspect should be taken into account and

ontrolled for in the statistical analysis. The issue of dependent
bservations when chunking in other parameter space (distance,
ntropy, etc.) has also to be verified case by case. It is worth not-
ng that if the probability of accidents is proportional to exposure to
igher speed for example, then dependent measures from chunking
ould still have their ecological validity.

.4. Combination of chunking with clustering

The benefit of chunking data is not limited to parameter com-
utation and calculation. Chunking can divide data into equivalent
ata sets that can be used to find matches between scenarios, for

nstance in treatment and baseline conditions when analyzing data
rom field operational tests. In such case, chunks should be clus-
ered according to several attributes (such as road type, current

aneuver, weather, etc.). Future studies should address the issue
f clustering data to individuate different scenarios and its potential
ombination with chunking to individuate matching baseline and
reatment conditions. Baseline definition for field operational tests
ata analysis is not always straightforward. Treatment and base-

ine conditions need to be equivalent under a number of factors
e.g. road type, velocity distribution, weather, and traffic density)
or their comparison not to suffer from biases. Chunking can help

atch baseline and treatment when combined with clustering of
he possible confounding factors mentioned above. It is worth not-
ng that matching chunks can lead to paired statistical analyses

hich may  be a more robust than comparisons between non-paired
aseline and treatment conditions.

. Conclusions

Naturalistic data offers great potential to reveal important
nsights into IVSs efficacy and crash causation, but also presents

any new challenges for data analysis. Chunking is a general pro-
edure that addresses a central challenge that applies to many
aturalistic driving data analyses. Chunking divides datasets under
nalysis into equivalent, elementary chunks of data to facilitate the
obust and consistent calculation of parameters. Chunking can also
ncrease the number of parameter values for statistical analyses,
Please cite this article in press as: Dozza, M., et al., Chunking: A proced
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hus increasing their power.
One can regard chunking as a combination of (1) filtering out

ata segments that are too-small and dividing long segments into
qual sized chunks, (2) weighting parameters across segments
 PRESS
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according to any quantity (e.g. time; as shown in this paper), and (3)
controlling for inconsistent estimation of parameters from equiva-
lent data sets. Chunking can also serve as a basis for further analyses
and can be used to simplify other procedures such as matching data
between different conditions (e.g. treatment and baseline for IVSs
evaluation).
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